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Abstract. Peasants victims of agrarian conflict located in Mekar Jaya Village, Wampu Subdistrict, Langkat Regency formed a cooperative as a container for improving economic conditions. However, they still have problems running a business, such as a lack of understanding and experience in trying. Based on the partners' problems, the solution offered in this service is to intervene in the economic empowerment of Peasants through the production of Mocaf flour, which is hopefully to impact the increasing economy of Peasants independently. The proposed activity plan is Business Management Education, Mocaf Flour Making Training, Marketing Strategy Education, and Cooperative Business Unit Monitoring.
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1 Introduction

Indonesia is known to have vast plantation land on the Asian continent. These plantations are the entrance of western capillaries into third world economies, and this system was introduced primarily to produce the raw ingredient and tropical crops needed for the benefit of industrialized
countries. In general, large plantations held by Dutch companies in colonial times were oriented to the export sector on a large scale, so they needed a large amount of energy. There is an imposition on the people to work to cut expenses and has come under fire from the natives and even experts from the Netherlands so that ethical-political policy emerged at the turn of the XIX and XX centuries [1].

This is a trigger for many agrarian conflicts, especially in plantation areas. The approach taken by the government in solving problems is by By-Pass Approach. This happens because the government encourages the largest influx of foreign investment to manage large plantation land to spur rapid economic growth. It is intended to attract an influx of capital and foreign aid assuming the proceeds can be used for development. The consequences of this policy actually bring uneven social justice for the people [2].

One of the cases of agrarian conflict that still occurs is in Mekar Jaya Village, Wampu Subdistrict, Langkat Regency. The Peasants who are members of the Indonesian Peasants Cooperative (KPI) of Mekar Jaya Village are also peasant members of the Indonesian Peasants’ Union (SPI) Basis of Mekar Jaya Village who face agrarian conflicts with PTPN II and PT. LNK in Mekar Jaya Village, Gohor Lama Garden. This conflict began in 1967 (land grabbing) and 2003 (land reclaiming action by Peasants) until the last eviction of farmland and Peasants homes on land conflict in 2016-2017. Not a few assets belonging to Peasants were lost when there was an eviction. In addition, the traumatic effects are still being felt by Peasants and their families, including children who had dropped out from school after an eviction.

After the eviction to date, some Peasants who do not have farmland have switched jobs to odd workers. Peasants who own agricultural land (outside the conflicting land) continue to run agricultural production even with an area that is considered insufficient.

The establishment of cooperatives carried out by Peasants is intended as an economic institution of Peasants in developing the economy and intended as an incorporated institution in carrying out administrative strategies for reclaiming the conflicting land. As in line with the notion of cooperatives which are joint business entities struggling in the economic field by taking the right path to free themselves its members of economic difficulties [3].

Although carrying out the organizational strategy of land acquisition of the conflicting land has been ongoing, peasants' economic institution has not worked at all in the business. This is due to the lack of capacity of Peasants in developing cooperative business units [4].

Amid the fact, there are still some of the peasants who have agricultural land (outside the conflicting land) who continue to run agricultural production, and it is known in the observation that the peasants have the potential to develop the selling value of agricultural products, which can be produced as a business unit of Indonesian peasants' cooperative Mekar Jaya Village. There
are cassava plants, where this is a type of plant that can be processed into Mocaf flour (modified cassava flour). Mocaf flour is a flour product from cassava processed using the principle of modifying cassava cells by fermentation by microbial. Mocaf flour has economic value because flour from cassava modification is a flour that is similar in function and usefulness to wheat flour. As [5] explained, Mocaf, which is cassava flour modified with fermentation treatment, has similar characteristics to wheat to be used as a substitute for wheat. By market conditions and the high demand for wheat in the country and at the local level, the processing of cassava into Mocaf flour by Peasants in Mekar Jaya Village will provide more value for Peasants and open up employment opportunities for other communities [6].

The demand for increasing the ability of these Peasants is also a form of improving welfare for Peasants. As an achievement of social welfare as a condition is a situation where the needs of human life can be met and can maximize social opportunities and able to manage social problems well [7]. Therefore, community development programs, especially economic development, are needed for Peasants' victims of agrarian conflict, including for Peasants of Mekar Jaya Village, Wampu, Langkat Regency.

As victims of agrarian conflict, Peasants' form cooperatives as Peasants' economic institutions to develop the economy collectively. However, Peasants still do not have the capacity and experience to run other businesses outside of farming. In difficult situations (loss of access to agricultural land), Peasants (who still own land) only sell agricultural products without first being processed to increase agricultural products, including cassava crops sold at unstable market prices. In this case, it was agreed that the partner's problems were the ability in business management, agricultural processing skills (such as the manufacture of Mocaf flour), ownership of processing production tools, and marketing of production products [8-9].

2 Methods

Based on the problems and solutions of the previously described, the activities planned in community service are using community development methods carried out with several stages, namely: the preparation stage; assessment stage; alternative planning stages of activities; stage of formulating the action plan; implementation stage of activities; stage of evaluation and monitoring; and stage of termination, in the implementation of activities at partners, namely Team Coordination Meetings with Partner Groups, Business Management Education, Mocaf Flour Making Training, Marketing Strategy Education, and Monitoring Cooperative Business Unit [10-12]. Activities are carried out gradually and have some focus and equipment needed to implement. The explanation of each of these activities is as follows:
A. The Meeting of the Service Team Coordination with the Partner Group.

This activity is expected to produce an agreement on a joint work plan accompanied by details of the series and needs on each activity. Furthermore, periodically, this activity can be a means of check & balance related to the rate of progress, constraints, and learning obtained [13].

B. Mocaf Flour Making Training

The training starts with giving examples of mocaf flour-making experts will do. Training begins by preparing all materials and equipment to make Mocaf flour. Then, experts practice step by step in making Mocaf flour while explaining to partner groups (in this session, the question-answer process is not limited). Then Mocaf flour that has been produced was analyzed simultaneously related to the quality of production (trials of making processed foods that often use wheat-based ingredients). The achievement plan of this activity is the ability of partners in producing Mocaf flour with good quality [14-15].

C. Business Management Education

To improve the ability of partner business management, Business Management Education is executed by the FGD method in managing assessments of problem mapping, resources, and business opportunities, which a partner can run. The implementation of FGD begins with the delivery of material by the source to become the reference material of FGD participants, which is then continued with brainstorming managed by facilitators. The main focus discussion is on running a Mocaf flour production business unit, so it is expected from this education partners already can run the cooperative business unit [16].

D. Marketing Strategy Training

Marketing Education is implemented by a class method that begins with a lecture on the delivery of material by the source, followed by interactive and participatory discussions by all education participants. In this final stage of education, RTL (Follow-up Plan) is produced and focuses on product marketing experiments conducted by partner groups.

E. Monitoring Cooperative Business Unit

The team does this activity at least once a month to monitor the suitability schedule with achievements, constraints and learning obtained from the program.
3 Result and Discussion

Results and discussions contain processes before training and results on the ground during training. Coordination of the service implementation preparation was carried out by conducting a meeting between the implementation of the service with the Indonesian Peasants Cooperative Board (KPI) of Mekar Jaya Village on April 5, 2021, at the Secretariat Office of the Indonesia Peasants Union (SPI) North Sumatra Region, by discussing the preparation of training, providing assistance, and assessing partner needs. As for the results of the assessment of partner needs that have an impact on the provision of rocks, namely the provision of Flour Machine, Slicer Machine, and other materials for the manufacture of immersion tubs, containers drying and storage, which is agreed to be given to the members for training needs, and also to long-term benefit in sustainable production.

Coordination discussed the time, place, and principle of training and assistance on July 2, 2021. Coordination agreement: training and assistance were carried out on July 31, 2021, in Mekar Sari Hamlet, Mekar Jaya Village, Langkat Regency. The principle of implementation is that training is carried out in open spaces and implementing health protocols.

Next is implemented activities training manufacture of Mocaf flour making. Activities this implemented on 31 July 2021 that Attended 20 Participants. Activities this implemented in Mekar Sari Village, Mekar Jaya, Langkat regency, at the field with use tent, chair, Projector, and Hardener voice. As beginning from Activities Training, Activities this beginning with Opening ceremonial: unveiling from moderator; word Welcome from head Executive; word Welcome from member team Executive; word Welcome from the head group. Then the facilitator (expert) starts with displaying a video of Manufacture flour Mocaf that was Witnessed by the Participants, at the same time presenting several difficulties and techniques for overcoming problems in the manufacture of Mocaf flour. After explaining the stages of using production equipment, the question-answer session began until the end of training. A follow-up plan was agreed to practice making mocaf flour from this training.

The next activity is business management education, held on August 29, 2021. The follow-up plan of this event is to form a Mocaf flour production team in the business unit of the Indonesian
Peasants Cooperative (KPI) of Mekar Jaya Village. In addition, during the implementation of this activity, continue to follow health protocols. After that, the next activity is marketing strategy training. In this activity, participants were given an understanding of ways to market Mocaf flour, where it has been explained that the potential of Mocaf flour is currently huge in Indonesia, especially among families, which promotes a healthy lifestyle. For this reason, several steps have been prepared in marketing Mocaf, starting from creating an online platform to direct marketing at promotional activities or MSME workshops, both held in Langkat Regency of North Sumatra Province.

Figure 2. Implementation of Business Management Training

The picture obtained related to the achievements and constraints of devotion partners in running a business still requires capital readiness and business management strategies before venturing to run a business. Therefore, the agreed plan is the readiness of partners to strengthen capital. It was agreed as a form of sustainability community's economic development program even though it has been completed within the implementation time scheme. Based on these desired conditions, empowerment efforts in peasants who are victims of agrarian conflicts can be categorized as successful because of the sustainability of programs carried out by partners without any more support from the implementation of devotion. Adi (2013) explained that the power of community after the program is completed can be seen from the sustainability of the program run by the beneficiaries of the program itself.

4 Conclusion

This Community Service activity is the first step to encourage Peasants' victims of agrarian conflict in Mekar Jaya Village. Although it still requires capital readiness and the selection of business management strategies, partners have committed to keeping running Mocaf flour business as an economic development effort, so it can be concluded that empowerment in Peasants' victims of agrarian conflict can be categorized as successful because of the sustainability of programs carried out by partners without any more support from the implementation of devotion.
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